
 

SEMESTER SUCCESS

"Desire is the key to motivation, but it's determination and
commitment to an unrelenting pursuit of your goal - a commitment
to excellence - that will enable you to attain the success you seek."
―Mario Andretti

“Our environment, the world in which we live and work, is a mirror
of our attitudes and expectations.”
―Earl Nightingale

May the new semester offer everyone a clean slate, but understand
that you are only as successful as the effort you put forth.

We hope you'll enjoy this issue of The Titan Times.
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CHINESE NEW YEAR
2021 & THE YEAR OF THE OX

Friday, February 12th, is the beginning of Chinese New
Year 2021! This is the year of the Ox, the second Chinese
zodiac. People born under the ox sign are said to be
intelligent, hard-working, reliable, yet also humble.
Although, February 12th is the official start of the new
year preparations for this fifteen-day long celebration
begin much sooner. 

Around February 4th, the Chinese carry out an intense
winter cleaning. This act, often known as "sweeping away
the dust, represents putting away the old and welcoming
the new. The following days until New Year's Eve consist
of a rise in the shopping district. People buy gifts, foods,
and decorations as a way to support businesses entering
the new year.

The Chines New Year’s Eve celebration, or the Lunar new
year, is celebrated on February 11th. People travel home
to gather together for a huge meal and reunite with their
families. At midnight it is traditional to light off
fireworks.

After New Year’s Eve, the Chinese New Year’s festivities
continue for fifteen days. On the fifth day, businesses light
fireworks or have dragon dances performed outside their
building, as it is a belief that the gods of prosperity come
down from the heavens on this day.

The final day is the Yuan Xiao Jie or, the Festival of lanterns.
Often, people will write poems and riddles and lanterns line
streets. The lanterns will have either the animal of the year
on them or a rabbit. The rabbit signifies the Chinese myth
of goddess Chang E. Chang E jumped on the moon and
brought a rabbit to keep her company. If you are pure of
heart, you will be able to see Chang E and her rabbit on the
moon on this day. During the Festival of Lanterns, dragon
and lion dances are performed for good luck.

Gifts are may also be exchanged on this day. The red
envelope, or “Hong bao" in Mandarin, is the most notable.
Red envelopes are given to children or those unmarried
and unemployed. Those who are married and working will
gift the younger children a red envelope. Inside each
envelope contains some money for the new year. The red
color of the envelope represents good luck and an
abundance of happiness. In addition to the red envelope,
alcohol, tea, and food are popular gifts to be exchanged.

The Chinese New Year celebration is a time for happiness
and good fortune. Most importantly through, it is a time for
family.

Written by Lulu Downing

FEATURE
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Which St. Valentine?
     Most of you may already know that Valentine’s day was
named after the roman Saint, Valentine. Where the confusion lies,
however, is which St. Valentine? According to History.com, the
most common theory behind the origin of this holiday is that a
priest in 13th century Rome defied the marriage ban Emperor
Claudius II imposed on his army of men. He performed secret
marriages in the spirit of love and was executed for his actions on
February 14th.

     The second, and less common theory, is that Valentine was
executed for attempting to free Christian prisoners from Rome.
Legend says he wrote the first-ever Valentine day letter from
prison titled “From your Valentine”.

 Pagan Roots
     While most believe that this holiday was initiated in honor of
St. Valentine’s death, some historians argue that Valentine’s day
was celebrated long before that in the Pagan fertility festival
called “Lupercalia”. This festival took place on  February 15th, in
celebration of the Roman God of fertility and agriculture, Faunus
as well as the Roman founders, Romulus and Remus. 

Cupid, a Greek God?
     You may all recognize cupid as an infant angel often depicted
holding a bow and arrow while flying. Cupid’s roots can be
traced back to the 700.b.c as Eros the god of love who was
actually a grown handsome and intimidating man. It wasn’t until
the 4th-century b.c.e. when the Romans adopted Eros into the
image of an infant and named him “Cupid”. Cupid became a
symbol of Valentine’s day due to his matchmaking love arrows.

 Where Did All These Cards Come From?
     The Valentine’s day card industry is booming as every February
supermarkets crowd with customers in the card aisle looking for a
card to give to their significant other. The tradition of making
Valentine’s day cards started in the 17th century, however, it wasn’t
until the 1840s where the Valentine's day card industry was
popularized. Esther A. Howland, now known as "Mother of the
American Valentine" made and mass-produced many valentines
day cards and is known for commercializing them in the US. 

Different Cultures Celebrate Differently
     The most common way to celebrate Valentine's day in most
western countries is by handing out Valentine’s day cards,
chocolates, and gifts to your significant other or to your friends as
well. However, this holiday is celebrated differently in Latin
America as well as in Japan

     In Latin America, the holiday is known as el día de los
enamorados (day of lovers) or día del amor y la amistad (day of love
and friendship). Here couples also exchange flowers and chocolate,
but the holiday’s main focus is directed towards showing love and
appreciation to family and friends. 

     In Japan, however, it's a tradition for just women to give
chocolates and confess to the men that they like as well as their
friends. There are two types of chocolate that Japanese women
make, the “giri-choco" and the "honmei-chocos". The “giri-choco"
is the fast buy chocolates that are given to the family as well as
friends in a platonic manner. The "honmei-chocos" are either very
expensive or handmade chocolates that women make for their man
of romantic interest. “White Day” on March 14th is the day where
the men who accepted the "honmei-chocos" will do the gift-giving
and surprise their partner with different kinds of presents.

It’s now the month of February and Valentine’s Day is quickly approaching. Despite being the second most celebrated holiday in the US,
only a few people recognize the holiday as more than just a day focused on love. Although that is not far from the truth, there is much
more to Valentine’s day than its most traditional observation. Below is a compilation of fun facts about this exciting holiday to kick off
the month. 

VALENTINES FUN FACTSVALENTINES FUN FACTSVALENTINES FUN FACTS

DID YOU KNOW?

Written by Sama Al Attar
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STUDENT LIFE &STUDENT LIFE &
COMMUNITY NEWSCOMMUNITY NEWS

If you were to analyze the traits of history’s greatest leaders or most successful
people, it’s likely you’d start to notice some common themes. Among self-
discipline and resilience, a great emphasis is put on community involvement
and the ability to collaborate. Dedicating time to a personal project or passion is
a great way to build these skills and qualities. 

Every year, highschoolers across the country donate their time to the
community in an effort to meet graduation or Bright Futures hours
requirements. While requirements like these certainly serve to benefit the
general public, oftentimes students leave their work feeling disinterested and
dissatisfied. The best way to combat this issue is to find a cause you can get
behind. 

For students looking to start a long-term volunteering engagement, the Pinellas
County School Board offers a helpful guide with potential community service
projects broken up by focus. If you already have a place in mind, I recommend
reaching out through email or by phone to see if they have any open positions.
If you are lucky, the organization will respond with related opportunities and
resources. 

For more short-term involvement, I suggest taking a look at your city’s official
website or parks and recreation page. Volunteer websites are a good place to
start your search, but users should exercise caution as they may also include
false advertisements, age restrictions, or outdated information. Before
volunteering, make sure to vet the organization by taking a look at their website
and reading about their mission.

Service-centered clubs such as NHS, Interact, and Key Club often sponsor
activities and provide students with the opportunity to work alongside their
peers. Even if you are not a member, the club may allow for outside
participants. College organizations such as the Honors Society, SGA, and
Environmental Club may also sponsor events. 

It’s important to note that if you intend use service hours towards Bright
Futures, the activity must fit the necessary qualifications. The scholarship
handbook and requirements can be found at the Florida Office of Student
Financial Assistance website. Opportunities must be approved by the school’s
community service designee. Students must complete and submit the
community service proposal form, hours log, and reflection form for their
hours to be recorded. 

Written by Hana Abdel Magid

COMMUNITY SERVICE
FINDING HOURS & OPPORTUNITIES

OF
FE

R

A HELPING HAN
D

Paint and Plant at the Park
Saturday, February 6th (9am-12pm)
Family-friendly opportunity at the Countryside
Recreation Center. Painting, planting, and
picking litter. 

Kapok Park Clean Up with Cici's Pizza
Tuesday, February 9th (2pm-4pm)
Celebrate National Pizza Day by beautifying the
community. All volunteers receive a pizza buffet
coupon.

Salty Soul Beach Cleanup
Saturday, Febrary 13th (9am)
Saturday, February 27th (4:30pm)
Keep Florida's beaches clean by picking up litter
alongside the Dunedin causeway.

Dog Walker/Cat Socializer
Monday-Friday (8am-5pm)
 Saturday (9am-12pm)
Volunteer with Animal Services of Largo.
Walk, play, and care for the shelter animals.

https://www.pcsb.org/Page/3554
https://www.floridastudentfinancialaidsg.org/SAPBFMAIN/SAPBFMAIN
https://www.givepulse.com/event/217096-Paint-and-Plant-at-the-Park?referring_group_id=449290&wkey=cf32d7dc381e6bc96cde97af1b09a691
https://www.givepulse.com/event/214073-Kapok-Park-Clean-Up-with-Cicis-Pizza
https://www.eventbrite.com/o/salty-soul-foundation-27618492549?aff=odeimcmailchimp&goal=0_6e3e3d3b15-9a45201929-101183883&mc_cid=9a45201929&mc_eid=9215847487
http://www.pinellascounty.org/volserv/bright/
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The club takes place every other Wednesday in Ms.
Kelley’s room (BB 001 in the high school building). The
club meets face-to-face and over Zoom, and the next
meeting will take place on February 10th. Join Chess.com
and get an account started so that you can play with
your peers online. For those participating online, the
zoom link can be accessed here.  

The club takes place from 2:00 to 3:00 pm, and those
who come face-to-face have chess boards available for
them. The chess club is also looking for a president, vice
president, and secretary. So far, the president role is
likely filled, but the other positions are still open.
Secretary is one of the most important jobs because they
keep track of the win to lose ratio. In the end, prizes are
awarded to who has the most wins, most improved, etc.

Art Club invites students to join their next meeting on
Monday, February 15th from 2:30pm-3:15pm. Students
will be creating art that reflects their emotions during
the pandemic. Participants are encouraged to share
photos of their work to create a quilt-like photo spread
for the school yearbook. Photos should be square,
preferably with a one-inch margin to prevent cropping.
Students may join face-to-face or over Zoom. 
 Recommended supplies include construction paper,
paint, markers, colored pencils, embellishments, and a
digital art program.

VISIT CHESS CLUB

S P C H S
S H O U T S !

THE BIGGER PICTURE

Yearbooks are on sale now for $60, checks can be made 
 out to St. Petersburg Collegiate High School, North
Pinellas.

Hyperion staff need you! If you have pictures
documenting the school year, your classmates, or even
just mask selfies, please share them. You can contact Ms.
Robinson (robinson.zanetta@spcollege.edu) or upload to
Image Share (Project #125661).

GET YOUR YEARBOOK

GENERAL
The deadline to drop SPC courses is February 12th.  If
you are struggling with a course, be sure to talk to an
academic advisor to better understand your options.

For students with missing textbooks or access codes,
please contact Dr. Call as soon as possible. You can reach
him through Remind or by email at c.calli@pcsb.org

Check out the SPC workshop and events calendar in the
learning resourses tab on MyCourses. Students have
access to a variety of workshops for Math, Science, and
English courses. SPC Reads will be hosting a virtual
movie night Wednesday, February 3rd at 6pm to
celebrate the Netflix adaptation of Becoming Michelle
Obama.

Seniors, save the date: SPCHS Graduation is set to take
place at the Tarpon Springs Campus on Friday, May 7th
at 9:00am. Make sure you have purchased your cap and
gowns from the SPC bookstore ($48)

https://spcollege.zoom.us/j/96473295098?pwd=VHZwOThRRWZBdEZvd01GaFlJQy9HUT09
https://spcollege.zoom.us/j/92160241936?pwd=ZTF6N0RxMWxtZk93ZDZwMk5Wa05Hdz09
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Unpopular opinion, I love Gemini’s! They really do get a bad name.
Some of my best friends are Gemini’s, and they truly are wonderful
people. I think everyone should stop targeting Gemini. They are so
creative and they love to talk. I am never bored when I am around a
Gemini because they always have something interesting going on.

New learning opportunities are coming this month for Gemini . This
will give many opportunities for advancement in all aspects of life
(DeSimone). My advice is to take chances and work hard! It seems like
chasing opportunities will work out well for you this month.

Everyone loves Virgo’s. They can get along with practically anyone!
Virgo’s are so well-loved because they are incredibly kind and love to
help others. If you know a Virgo, you will know first hand how willing
they are to drop anything to help you whenever you need it. 

This month brings new beginnings in work life for Virgo. This is
important for those deciding what college to go to (DeSimone). Be
willing to take a chance! Maybe you did not get into your first choice
school, but you did get into a school that you are not so sure about.
Now is a good time to try it! That’s what new beginnings are all about.
Do not be afraid to get out of your comfort zone!

This month I noticed some interesting stuff going on for each of our astrological signs! I pulled some information from some of
my favorite sites and added the dates and some facts for each sign in case you do not know yours! I hope you enjoy reading
your horoscope for the month!

This is my sign, so I already know a lot of the facts. The Taurean is
unbelievably stubborn. They love fancy things and they love food. A
Taurus loves to also sleep a lot, and mother things…

Anyways! This month is looking interesting for Taurus. There are lots
of good things coming in “work” life. Now, it depends on what kind of
work you do, but for me that means school. Also Taurus could happen
to develop a new love interest, or bond more with a current boyfriend
or girlfriend (DeSimone). I am so glad it is not bad news! After the start
of this year we are due for some good news.

I have always known Aries to be energetic and spit-fires. I know this
because I live with one! Aries is a fire sign, which actually fits them
perfectly! Aries natives will always be ready to take action and will tend
to be direct when it comes to expressing themselves. You never have to
guess where you stand with these folks, as they will always let you
know (Stapleton).

So, now we talk about what is to come for our beloved Aries in
February! There is a lot of goodness heading towards Aries this month .
There's so much positive energy fueling your 11th House of Friendship
and Networks (DeSimone). Basically you want to focus on your friends
this month, because something amazing might just happen!

GEMINI
MAY 21-JUNE 20

TAURUS
APRIL 20-MAY 20

ARIES
MARCH 21-APRIL 19

Cancer’s are the biggest sweethearts. They love everyone and are very
emotional people. They are very caring and love to make the people
they care about happy. We should all do a little more to appreciate
these kind souls!

It looks like financial benefits are heading toward Cancer this month.
Most of these benefits will come from any sort of passive income
(DeSimone). This is great news for you Cancers’ that are currently
applying for scholarships! Maybe you will have a little extra luck this
month getting financial aid for college. We can only hope!

Leos are super ambitious and natural born leaders! They love the
spotlight, and are really confident in any and all situations. They are
represented by a Lion, which is a perfect description of a Leo!

There is a lot of love heading toward Leo this month (DeSimone).
Things like asking out your crush, or going on a date are likely to have
positive consequences. If you are sick of being single, now is your time!
Take a chance, and you will definitely not regret it!

VIRGO
AUGUST 23-SEPTEMBER 22LEO 

JULY 23-AUGUST 22

CANCER 
JUNE 21-JULY 22

FEBRUARY HOROSCOPESFEBRUARY HOROSCOPESFEBRUARY HOROSCOPES
Written by Sara Shepard

https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
https://www.astrology.com/zodiac-signs/aries
https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
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Pisces is super self aware. They are incredibly artistic and spiritually
connected to others. They are very connected to their own emotions
and are therefore very sensitive. When I think of Pisces I think of a
dreamer because they are such spiritual people.

The more you give, the more you get. That is your mantra for this
month. This month is focused on spiritual wisdom, so dont get too
stressed! You might have some uncomfortable feelings,  but that is all
just part of gaining wisdom. Relationship turning points are likely and
it can go in either direction. You won't be attached to the outcome,
especially not after all the spiritual wisdom this month has taught you
(DeSimone).

Capricorns are super intelligent and work oriented. They love working,
which is the main focus of their life. They are incredibly ambitious,
more so than most of the other signs. They are also the most practical
of all of the signs.

Capricorn is getting a fresh start with finances this month. This is very
important because college acceptance letters are coming in soon.
Students are definitely going to need all the finances they can get! You
also might gain a deeper connection with a love interest, so be ready
(DeSimone)!

Sagittarius is a free spirit. They love seeking the truth and are known to
study religions and different cultures. I have a Sagittarius friend who is
honestly so free spirited, and loves the idea of learning everything
about the world. The description definitely fits!

This month communication might seem off. Do not worry though,
because you still might have new opportunities relating to
communication. This is only going to be caused by a revision of your
thoughts, though. Also, be mindfu of your love life as there might be
some temporary tension between you and your love interest
(DeSimone).

You have just got to love Libra! They are so charming and likable.
Libra’s need companionship in their life, and do not do well without it.
They get along great with almost anyone, and love to be around people.

This is the month of NEW love for Libra. Your ideas on love will be
changing (DeSimone). This means you might come across new love.
Make sure to remember what did not work before and try to take a
different approach!

Overall this month is going to be a great time for meeting new people, finding a new love interest, and just sitting back and relaxing. Everyone
has been on edge lately, so this month will offer a much appreciated break. Make sure to spend time with friends. Also, do not worry if your
love life seems a little nonexistent, there’s someone waiting for you right around the corner. Just focus on keeping calm and removing stressors
from your life. Do not let abrupt mood changes or life events upset you, just keep moving forward because it will all work out for good in the
end.

Scorpio’s are known to be mysterious and intense. They can sometimes
be hot headed, but are also more loyal than any other sign. Just know if
you ever make a Scorpio mad, they might just come back for revenge.

If you are a Scorpio, you might need to sort out a disagreement with
someone you care about. If you do not take care of it, you could lose a
friendship this month. Do not fear though! If you are single, love is
coming your way this month (DeSimone)! You might just meet a new
special someone, so be on the lookout. 

Aquaruis has such a good heart. They strive to better the world. They
care about everyone and would do anything possible to help improve
our society. If anyone is going to change the world, it will most likely
be an Aquarius!

This is the Age of Aquarius! Everything is in your favor! Just keep
doing what you are doing, because your life will be full of blessings
this month (DeSimone). Your love life will blossom with a current
partner, or you just might meet a new special someone (DeSimone).

LIBRA
SEPTEMBER 23-OCTOBER 22

SAGITTARIUS 
NOVEMBER 22-DECEMBER 21

AQUARIUS 
JANUARY 20-FEBRUARY 18

SCORPIO
OCTOBER 23-NOVEMBER 21

CAPRICORN 
DECEMBER 22-JANUARY 19

PISCES
FEBRUARY 19-MARCH 20

FEBRUARY HOROSCOPESFEBRUARY HOROSCOPESFEBRUARY HOROSCOPES

https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
https://www.tarot.com/horoscopes/monthly/february-2021
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Amid the rapidly evolving admissions landscape and a global
pandemic, students and colleges alike have learned to adapt to
the changing academic environment. 

Many colleges have decided to go test-optional or test blind for
the 2020/21 admissions cycles, much to the chagrin of
standardized testing giants like the SAT and ACT. 

In a statement released last month, An Update on Reducing and
Simplifying Demands on Students, the College Board
announced a series of three major changes to address these
developments. 

By the end of this year, the organization will no longer offer
SAT subject testing and the optional essay section. The College
Board also plans to start work on a more flexible, digital version
of the test.

While it is no secret that SAT subject testing has faced a sharp
decline in popularity in recent years, this news has come as a
shock to those students who have already begun registering for
May and June test dates.

U.S. students enrolled for these dates will receive an automatic
cancellation along with a full refund. International students will
still be allowed to sit these administrations.

Students set to take the SAT with essay will also be allowed to
sit the exam, although the college board offers free
cancellations.

Neither test is a common requirement within the U.S. college
system, but top-tier schools often use the tests for
supplementals. It is likely colleges will stop accepting the scores
altogether, since testing will not be available in the fall. 

The organization instead plans to expand the reach of its
Advanced Placement (AP) programs, which offer greater
subject variety. Unlike the SAT subject tests though, AP tests
pair with a course (which tend to be limited in low-income
areas) and can only be taken once a year. 

The College Board is committed to providing support and
resources to students impacted by COVID-19. Seating otherwise
used for subject testing will now be opened for the regular SAT.
The organization is also considering adding an extra test date to
make up for test center closures. 

Similar to the ACT, the SAT will be investing in a more
centralized, computer-based test. As of now, information on
this new test is limited, though the release does not mention
any adjustments content-wise. More news is expected later in
the spring.  

Overall, these changes are meant to benefit students. While they
may cause some momentary inconvenience, the purpose of
these reforms is to facilitate learning and simplify testing. 

MAJOR CHANGES TO
STANDARDIZED TESTING
COLLEGE BOARD TO STREAMLINE SAT

EDUCATIONEDUCATION

Written by Hana Abdel Magid

https://allaccess.collegeboard.org/update-reducing-and-simplifying-demands-students
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General Education courses (Gen Ed): general courses required to
complete a degree rather than the major. 

Grant: A type of Financial aid offering free money from the State
government, Federal government, parents, schools, community,
etc. Grants are great because unlike loans, you don’t need to pay
them back.

Ivy league: Most of you have already heard about Harvard, Yale,
and Princeton and know them to be some of the best schools in
the world. These universities, as well as Cornell, Dartmouth,
Columbia, Brown, and University of Pennsylvania, are the eight
elite private research universities in the US. 

Loan: Loans are another type of financial aid that you can
receive and payback later on. 

Non-Profit University: Most public/ private universities are
non-profit, meaning that the college does not have to generate
money for any investors.  

Private College/ University: This is a college not owned by the
government. 

Public College/ University: This is a college or university owned
by the government. The most common types of Public schools
you may know are State schools for example UF, UCF, USF, etc. 

Resident Assistant (RA): Students who typically work in the
college dorms to maintain a healthy environment for the
residents and help settle disputes between roommates.

 Subsidized Loan: These are types of loans that you start paying
interest for only after finishing your college education.

 Terminal Degree: Is the highest academic degree offered in a
specific profession (usually a Ph.D.)

Unsubsidized Loan: A type of loan in which you instantly have
to start paying interest.

 Work-study program: these are programs that help students
with financial needs find part-time on-campus jobs to help with
tuition.

You have reached the end of the college jargon! For even more
specified terminology, you might want to check out the
vocabulary guides from Better College Student and University
Language Services.

Advisor: A college advisor is an employee who helps students
choose and complete their majors. 

Associate of Applied Science (AAS): An undergraduate degree
that usually takes 2 years to complete and requires courses that
apply information to work

Associate of Arts (AA): This is the degree that we are working to
graduate with! It’s an undergraduate degree that usually takes 2
years to complete and includes general education courses. 

Audit: When students audit classes, they enroll in a course
without getting credit for it. The purpose of this is to learn the
material without doing the assignments and without affecting
their GPA. 

Bachelor’s (Baccalaureate): An undergraduate degree that
generally takes 4 years to complete. 

Chair: A faculty member who manages a specific college
department. 

Cognate: Different related areas of study that are similar to
minors but are not an exact degree. When getting a cognate, it’s
generally required to take at least 3 related courses that focus
on a specific area of study in your major. 

Comprehensive Exam (Comps): Generally the final exam of a
course, but can also be the final examination required for a
degree. Comp exams can either be written or oral examinations
as well. 

Cohort: A group of students working together in the same
program in the same academic curriculum and graduating at
the same time with the same degree. 

Department: A group of faculty members who have expertise
in the same field and teach college classes in that field. 

Early Action: Is an undergraduate admissions plan informing
your college of choice that they are your first choice. Early
action plans are nonbinding; if you get accepted you don’t have
to commit until the deadline (generally May 1st of graduation
year). 

Early Decision: Early decision plans are similar to early action
plans however they are binding; if you get accepted, you must
attend that college/university. 

    Financial Aid: Money provided to college students. Types of
financial aid include scholarships, loans, and grants. Financial
aid can come from the government, state, community, parents,
and college as well. 

College can be a confusing time for students who have just
graduated Highschool. Below is a list of college terms and
jargon you can familiarize yourself with to help combat some
of the confusion: 

ALPHABET SOUP
MASTERING COLLEGE JARGON

Written by Sama Al Attar

https://www.bettercollegestudent.com/college-terms/
https://www.universitylanguage.com/guides/college-terms-and-phrases-to-know/
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Firstly, every professional email begins with an informative
subject line. The general rule for writing a subject line is
short but sweet. In other words, the subject line should get to
the point but is still be descriptive. For example, if you are
addressing a professor about an assignment, it is helpful to
list the class and the assignment name.

Example: ENC1101: Composition I- Argumentative Essay
Question

Another example is if an email is to a boss about a project,
then the subject line should be the project name and the
specific information that is being addressed about the
project.

Example: Google Watch Project Data, Luck Stars Marketing
Pitch

Now the body of the message is to be written. These are the
main points of the email. Remember to check the grammar
before sending. Nothing says unprofessional like simple
grammar mistakes.

Finally, to close the email, the writer should sign the email.
Similar to a letter you could use words such as sincerely,
best regards, or well wishes. In addition to a signature,
formal emails may also include contact information under
the signature or any titles if applicable.

Example: Best Regards,

Jerry Brown
Professor of English, ABC College
[insert email]
[insert phone number]
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THE ART OF EMAIL
Written by Lulu Downing

     Society throughout the years has seen an evolution in
technology. As a result, the way that we communicate with
one another has also changed. Communication through our
phones and other electronic devices is now the new
normal. However, many people struggle to find the perfect
words to put into their messages. Especially their emails. It
can be a daunting task writing a formal email. That is why
this article will break down the simple steps to write a
proper email.
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Here are some apps that aid in productivity and help
boost motivation. Try some of them out to see if they

work for you.

     Pulse - If you have not already set up the Pulse
you must do so. The app is not required, but it can
connect directly to your MyCourses over your phone.
MyCourses adapts to your phone screen, and you
receive notifications as soon as a grade is put in or a
professor makes an announcement. The app is
completely free but comes with huge benefits.
Whenever you are not home, you will still be able to
keep track of your workload and grades, quickly and
efficiently.

     Forest - Forest is a great app to help maintain
focus and productivity. The app is very minimalistic
but amusing. The user sets a timer for how long they
want to study and presses go. The timer is a growing
tree, and it locks your home screen so that you
cannot get distracted by your phone. If you succumb
to your phone, your tree will die. The app is
extremely helpful because the only way to stop the
timer is by pressing a button that says give up and,
no one wants to give up. The app can be upgraded by
paying money, but otherwise, it is free.

     Todoist - This app allows you to keep track of
everything. It allows you to create to-do lists where
you can check out everything that you have done.
When you check it, the task goes away. It motivates
you to get your task done. On the to-do list, you can
set different priorities. This helps to avoid doing the
easy quick work and focus on conquering the hard
tasks. The app is free for the phone and as a chrome
extension, but there are in-app purchases. Overall it
motivates you to get your tasks done.

     Merriam Webster- Most have probably heard of this
dictionary and thesaurus. It’s available in app form too.
The free app is great for expanding vocabulary and
getting practice. Other than being a dictionary and
thesaurus, it has fun interactive games that exercise
your vocabulary skills. They are a smart way to pass
the time during long rides or study breaks. Merriam
Webster also has a word of the day every day. You can
subscribe to them to get emails for each new word.

     Weava Highlighter - This free Chrome extension is a
useful tool. When downloaded, the user can highlight
any words in any articles that they research through
Chrome. The extension keeps track of the highlights so
that you can navigate back to them later. This app is
the best for highlighting and annotating articles.
Sometimes it takes some time to figure out how it
works, but once you do, it is the solution for those
looking for an online highlighter.

APP ALERTAPP ALERTAPP ALERT
By: Elena Zoric
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Thank you for your support!
The next issue of the Titan Times

will be released March 1. 

Don't hesitate to reach out. If you'd like to become a guest writer, join

our team, or just have feedback you'd like to share, you can contact

Hana at habdel2@mycourses.spcollege.edu. 

We'd love to hear your thoughts!

INTERESTED IN CONTRIBUTING? 


